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amazing multiplayer fps game. the base version of korg's own tonto synthesizer is a well-done, versatile box that moves between a fully featured analog synth and a custom synthesis engine at lightning speed and it works well as either - more of an online synth than a real-time one. it's a shame roland (especially with the help of the previous korg customer,
mopho) have taken so long to release the new version of xp-80, their flagship and one of the most compelling products they ever released. the original xp-80 was released in 1993 but was a complete disaster in terms of stability. i haven't used the original xp-80 but i have become a huge fan of the xp-80 after using my brothers original in the late nineties - but

it was still a huge hitback in 1994 because of its sheer uniqueness. needless to say, the xp-80 remains an iconic keyboard for digital synthesizers.
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a long time. the fact that it has targeted the communications of german and brazilian officials and that it has built a database to store them suggests that the amount of information that the nsa collects is growing rapidly. the revelations about the extent of its spying will not likely be the last, and more will surely come. the nsa cannot be allowed to have this

kind of a big data center in the united states. period. since we know that the nsa is collecting data from the united states, we need to be very clear about what we should be doing about it. the nsa should be dismantled. it should be dismantled immediately. the case for this is very strong. no other government has the same kind of capability. a dismantling of the
nsa would be a major blow to the ability of the u. government to spy on its citizens. it would be a blow to the credibility of the united states. a more effective approach to spying on our citizens would be to hire a few people to do the spying. that would cost a lot less, and the government would be able to monitor everyone. what to do about the nsa the notorious

n. program, and what to do about it by jeffrey epstein published: february 5, 2013 to the editor: jeffrey m. epstein is the author of “the notorious n. program: spying on america,” forthcoming from bloomsbury press. the national security agency has become an institution that will be around for a long time. program, and what to do about it by jeffrey epstein
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